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Hamburg, Hamburg, Hamburg, Hamburg, 11113.3.3.3.    SeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptember, 201, 201, 201, 2012222  –  MBJ launches another inline electroluminescence 

inspection system. This system is designed to operate fully integrated in automated layup 

systems. Beside the electroluminescence inspection it also measures the position of the cells in 

a string and transfers this information to the control unit of the robot system. 

Until now only available as standalone system, MBJ is offering it’s inspection system for solar 

strings from now on also as fully automated inline version. Outstanding feature is the inspection 

speed: less than 5s are necessary to perform the electroluminescence inspection and the cell 

position measurement. Excellent EL image quality through a multi-camera approach, allow 

reliable and fully automated defect detection. The innovative LED-illumination for cell position 

measurement is integrated inside of the inspection system, avoiding an extensive integration 

into the robot’s hand. „Our goal was to develop a cost effective and very fast solution. To 

reduce the costs we designed beside a very innovative LED illumination new cameras with 2 

and 4 MPixel for the electroluminescence inspection “, says CEO Dr. Michael Fuß. 
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MBJ Solutions focuses on the development, production and distribution of electroluminescence 

inspection system for lab or inline implementation in the photovoltaic production process. The 

electroluminescence technology allows the visualization and detection of defects otherwise not 

visible by the human eye. These defects are e.g. micro cracks, electrically not active areas or 

grid failures. Micro cracks can progress over time and lead to a significant loss in module 

power. Electroluminescence inspection systems from MBJ Solutions are available for all steps in 

the production process of a solar module. 
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